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SIPHON BOXES

#AL2205

Features
    2 siphons (3 optional)
    Carbon area
    Biological area
    Black inner box
    Leveling screws
    1.5 gallons additional biological media
    Multiple bonded filter pre-filter
    Leveling screws
    2 1” Drains standard - plug included
    Lid
    Dimensions:  12 X 41/2 X 151/4

Option:
    Three siphon tube Lid
    Aqua Lifter Auto Siphon Starter

#AL2985

 Our UP100 Siphon Box is unique to the industry.  The units 

are designed not only to pre-filter your water to maximum 

efficiency but also to expand the capacity of your system.  

The UP100 allows the addition of multiple layers of bonded 

padding for pre-filtration and the lower, expanded chemical 

chamber has room for chemical and biological filtration media.  

We also carry a high quality ceramic media that is ideal in this 

application.  Each unit has a safety overflow feature which lets 

water bypass the media should it become clogged.  With the 

removal of the post drip plate, the UP100  will handle higher 

flow rates.  The UP100  adds an additional 25-40 gallons to 

the handling capacity of any of our filters.

Although the units come standard with two siphon tubes, 

we offer a range of tube sizes and additional tubes can be 

ordered.  We recommend siphon tubes rather than a built-in 

design for easy removal and cleaning of the algal deposits 

associated with highly lighted saltwater systems.   The UP100 

alone is equivalent to most hanging-type filters.  We have 

added a lid and redesigned the media chamber for quieter 

operation.  

UP100 SIPHON BOX

The Micro Siphon Box is available to the aquarist who wants just 

a prefilter or simply an overflow and doesn’t need the expanded 

features of the UP100.  The Micro Siphon Box is an economical 

system package when teamed with the P1000 or P1200.  Use 

two boxes for higher flow rate larger systems.  A pre-filter sponge 

is included standard. Optional lid available.  

Dimensions:  6-3/4 X 3 -1/2 X 11-1/4”.

Option:
    Sintra lid

MICRO SIPHON BOX


